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massage tables



We cordially invite you to familiarize with our latest offer of massage tables, massage chairs and couches.

Presented products are the result of 21 years of experience and know - how of HABYS engineers and designers 
and close collaboration with leading authorities and enthusiasts in the field of massage.

HABYS products are designed and manufactured with the highest care about safety, durability, reliability, comfort 
and attractive style.

Our products are made of only the highest quality, selected and certificated raw materials and with original 
technical solutions.

With regards

General Manager

over                     tables sold100 000

                  years of experience on global market21

we work with customers from                     countries 70



Soft & Quiet is an unique technology based on composition of high quality foams and joints 
providing very silent table operation. Application of selected and durable components ensures 
high therapy comfort, durability and high resistance to deformation.

Advantages of the system: high therapy comfort, durability of the tabletop, high 
resistance to deformations.

Strong & Safe is an exceptional, complex system of the production process, maintaining 
highest quality standards. The system includes conceptual works, designing, constructing and 
selection of the components. Strong & Safe system enables to achieve exceptional results in 
terms of solidity, resistance and safety of the products. 

Advantages of the system: highest stability, exceptional resistance, long durability, 
complete work safety for therapists and their clients.

Fast Lock is a system for quick and easy height adjustment of the table. Operated by simply 
pressing the snap-fasteners, there is no need to unscrew knobs. The system is a perfect 
solution for dynamic and variable working conditions.

Advantages of the system: quick and easy height adjustment of the table.

Triple Stabilo is an unique system of reinforcement by means of additional leg in central part of 
tabletop. The table equipped with such system ensures perfect stability on the entire surface 
even at very high point pressures. Triple Stabilo technology was designed for therapists who 
require reinforced and unquestionable stability.

Advantages of the system: stability of the entire tabletop’s surface even at very high 
point pressures, 450 kg of dynamic resistance.

X Lock is an innovative construction system where two X-shape elements are responsible for 
stabilization.

Advantages of the system: exceptional stability of tabletop on its entire surface, easy 
access from every side of the table .

Quality systems

I use the Aero from Habys for my daily business as a mobile therapist, which means 5-8 times put up an fold 
every day, since 2 years. The Aero is still in perfect condition. As mobile therapist i was focusing on a stable 
but light massage table and I got a recommendation from a colleague. Together with the backpacker-bag 
it fits perfect in my Smart for two and is perfect in the small car - no other massage table fits in! If I would 
recommend the Habys Aero? Yes, definitely!

Claus Lehner - mobile medical Therapist in Vienna, Austria

Un materiel acheté en 2008 et toujours aussi efficace! Ma chaise est toujours adaptable quelque soit la 
situation. Merci Habys! 

Pier Cordas - BELP bien être et lacher prise, France

Wir sind begeistert! Von Verarbeitung und Haltbarkeit, Design und Funktionalitäten und natürlich auch vom 
Preis! Für uns steht fest: immer wieder Habys!

Simone Bernhard - Praxis Plan B, Germany

Je suis très satisfaite de ce matériel. La qualité de finition est bonne et la table est solide et très confortable. 
La manipulation des changements de position est très aisée. Le paiement s’est fait par le site sécurisé 
PAYPAL sans aucun problème.

Valérie LACKER - Kinésiologue, France

Recommendations



Massage
is a path

Passion
in searching 
for harmony

PERFECTION

EMOTION

BEAUTY
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Portable massage table

AERO
Passion
of constant
movement

A bestseller among mobile & sport 
therapists. Exceptionally light weight starts 
from 9,5 kgs.

Homogenous welded aluminum frame of circular cross-
section, providing durability, resistance and extremely 
low weight. 

Quick and convenient height adjustment by means of 
snap fasteners for easy handling. Steel-plated cables and 
crosswise reinforcement of unique design for enhanced 
stability. Mobile joints with improved resistance for 
maximum durability.
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Portable massage table

PANDA
Touch
of natural
beauty

Versatile,  double-segment wooden table 
with outstanding aesthetic.

The warm and friendly nature of the table is obtained 
thanks to the use of high quality beech wood. Perfectly 
stabilized by steel cables to ensure profound safety of 
the treatment. 

The discreet elegance of the table is emphasized by 
carefully crafted details. Multiple customization options.



Massage
is the art
of touch
development of
body and soul

CONCENTRATION

RELAXATION

WARMTH
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Portable massage table

XENA
Professional
dimension of
comfort
Enables advanced positioning of patient. 
Indispensable in beauty therapies and 
reflexology. Guarantee of comfort.

A wooden table for professional use with a wide range of 
positioning.

The sturdy design made of highest quality beech wood and 
steel cables provide full stability and security, regardless 
the patient’s position. The foam system of optimal flexibility 
ensures maximum comfort even during long lasting massage 
techniques. The unique mark of Habys’ quality is the perfectly 
refined aesthetics of every detail.
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Portable massage chair

PRESTIGE
- REH
Relaxation and 
comfort
in all conditions

Broad range of positions available to the 
patient. Comfort and stability of massage.

A comfortable and ergonomic chair with modern, robust 
design enables performing a comprehensive massage in 
almost any conditions. Multi-plane range of adjustment 
allowing for proper access to the muscles and enhancing 
the comfort and effectiveness of the massage. Innovative 
wheels for easy and convenient transport.



Overview
of selected
aluminium
portable
massage
tables:

width 60 cm 70 cm

weight 11,4 kg 12,4 kg

length 165 kg

height 53-82 cm

width 60 cm

weight 14,6 kg

length 168 cm

height 53-82 cm

width 60 cm

weight 11,9 kg

length 165 cm

height 53-82 cm
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Aero

Aero Plus

Aero Stabila

width 60 cm 70 cm

weight 13,9 kg 15,6 kg

length 180 cm

height 62-91 cm

Medmal

Panda Al

width 60 cm 70 cm

weight 15,8 kg 17,1 kg

length 180 cm

height 62-91 cm

Features of aluminium tables: 

higher misture resistance
for outdoors use,
10% lighter than wooden tables
for greater mobility.

width 70 cm

weight 15,2 kg

length 184 cm

height 61-82 cm

Smart



Overview
of selected
wooden
portable
massage
tables:

width 70 cm

weight 17,1 kg

length 180 cm

height 64-92 cm
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Panda Plus

width 60 cm 70 cm

weight 14,6 kg 16 kg

length 180 cm

height 64-92 cm

Panda Elegance

width 70 cm

weight 16 kg

length 180 cm

height 64-92 cm

Panda Alba

width 70 cm

weight 17,4 kg

length 180 cm

height 64-92 cm

width 70 cm

weight 22,2 kg

length 180 cm

height 64-92 cm

width 76 cm

weight 21,6 kg

length 200 cm

height 63-92 cm

Xena

Features of wooden tables: 

wood creates a natural, warm and 
relaxing ambience,
perfect choice for relaxing techniques.

Gallo Plus



Overview
of selected
wooden 
couches:

width 70 cm

weight 32 kg

length 194 cm

height 58-83 cm
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Primo Nova Komfort

Nova

width 68 cm

weight 23 kg

length 184 cm

height 65 cm

width 70 cm

weight 32 kg

length 194 cm

height 58-83 cm

colour 22 - pistachio colour 12 - navy blue

colour 29 - graycolour 33 - beige

colour 23 - blue

Vinyl Flex
Vinyl Flex is the innovative fabric developed by Habys in cooperation with a Polish fabric manufacturer, Sanwil. Thanks to the 
proper components, modern technology and use of special protective layer, the material is characterized by high resistance to oils, 
increased flexibility, is non-flammable and does not contain harmful phthalates.

Upholstery

Selected colours:

The characteristic of Vinyl Flex upholstery:

abrasion resistance 
30000 cycles

good tear resistance

fire resistance

water resistance

increased 
resistance to oils

increased resistance 
to sweat and fluids

light resistance

carcinogenic phthalate-free

Oeko-Tex certificate

colour 20 - ecru colour 15 - black


